
Errata for the First Printing of Science in the Atomic Age 
 

Student Text 
 
p.2 “If today’s language” should be “In today’s Language” 
 
p.3  “and MESSENGER was not schedule to arrive” should be “and MESSENGER was not 

 scheduled to arrive 
 
p. 5 “confidence you can have in that the theory or law”  should be “confidence you can 
  have in that theory or law.” 
 
p. 17 “The positive charges on right side” should be “The positive charges on the right side” 
 
p. 52 “That was an imporant feature of his table” should be “That was an important feature 
  of his table 
 
p. 59 “But look at box with 19 at the top” should be “But look at the box with 19 at the top” 
 
p. 81 “number of paired and unpaird dots” should be “number of paired and unpaired dots” 
 
p. 81 “as long as they can share those of electrons” should be “as long as they can share those 
  electrons” 
 
p. 82 “change their number or how may are paired together” should be “change their number 
  or how many are paired together.” 
 
p. 82 “change their number or how may are paired together” should be “change their number 
  or how many are paired together.” 
 
p. 86 “They also get far apart from one other” should be “They also get far apart from one  

another.” 
 
p. 94 “When you put hot drink in an insulated cup” should be “When you put a hot drink 

in an insulated cup” 
 
p. 275 “the load's motion is opposite direction the effort's motion.” Should be “the load's motion 
  is opposite the direction of the effort's motion.” 
 
p. 283 The structure labelled “pulmonary vein” should be “pulmonary artery” 
 
p. 408 “The one that is more likely to be extinct is the smaller one” should be “The one that is 
  more likely to be extinct is the larger one” 


